Eliminate Problems
Optimize Your Batteries

Battery Service with Integrated Monitoring combines state-of-the-art battery monitoring technology with proactive maintenance and unparalleled service response to deliver a complete battery solution to your organization. Minimize doubt about the condition of your battery and the possibility of downtime.

It’s impossible to know when a failure is imminent, unless you’re monitoring your batteries continuously.

• With Battery Service With Integrated Monitoring
  You Are Able to:

  • Stop worrying about the condition of your batteries.
  • Know that your batteries will be available when you need them.
  • Reduce risks — identify small problems now before they become large problems later.
  • Receive trend analysis performed by experts that analyze your battery data to help you make informed maintenance and replacement decisions.
  • Minimize downtime if a battery failure does occur.
  • Achieve more cost-efficient battery management — fix the small problems now before they become large, costly problems later.
  • Gain accountability by knowing what the problem is — and what we’re doing to correct it.
Ensure Battery Performance With an Comprehensive Approach

Battery Service with Ntegrated Monitoring, provides complete monitoring, maintenance and service solutions tailored to your needs – a service program designed to maximize the availability of your battery systems.

Battery monitoring continuously checks and diagnoses all critical battery parameters for large UPS systems. It identifies potential problems by monitoring critical parameters such as cell voltage, overall string voltage, current and temperature. Automatic periodic tests of the battery’s internal resistance will verify the operating integrity of the battery. If resistance values exceed set thresholds, Liebert Services takes action before it affects others in the string.

Lead acid batteries are sensitive to temperature, excessive cycling and float voltage settings. Battery monitoring provides valuable information on these conditions and promotes cost savings by extending useful battery life.

Power Service, You Can Rely on Us:

- **Liebert Ntegrated Service** — Rely on Liebert Services to monitor and maintain your battery systems. 37% of all UPS system failures are due to bad batteries. Statistical analysis indicates that remote and on-site maintenance from Liebert Services practically eliminates the risk of having an outage due to failed batteries.

- **Top Technology** — Using the latest Albér batter monitoring technology, all critical battery parameters such as cell voltage, overall string voltage, current and temperature are constantly being diagnosed. The Liebert Ntegrity Gateway provides a continuous pulse on the condition of your battery. We store and trend this data – Identifying anomalies before they lead to failure.

- **Maintenance** — Battery Service with Ntegrated Monitoring provides a robust maintenance program performed by our highly trained Customer Engineers. It combines on-site and remote preventive maintenance activities along with predictive maintenance to identify problems before they occur.

- **Service** — If a battery failure does occur, you have the confidence of knowing you’re supported by the strongest service organization in the industry. Our 24x7 Customer Resolution Center will respond immediately to an alarm condition based on a pre-defined service escalation plan.

- **Quick Response** — Over 90% of emergency calls are resolved within the first 24 hours after they are received. Ntegrated monitoring provides the fastest response time by alerting Liebert Services of system anomalies and to analyze the problem before dispatching a technician providing the fastest response to battery problems in the industry.